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The solution
Capita have a long history in successfully
delivering market leading solutions to the
UK Police service. What you may not know is
that Capita supplies a market leading Records
Management System (RMS), UNIFI, which covers
a vast breadth and depth across operational
policing. UNIFI has been designed for the UK
Police service with the UK Police service.

UNIFI is a modular system that can be delivered and
deployed in line with operational requirements and
business change programmes. Capita understands that
the delivery of an RMS solution requires more than just
software. All of our UNIFI deployments are supported by
a UK based implementation team which includes subject
matter experts from operational policing to help bridge
the gap between technology and business process.

One version of the truth
UNIFI is based on a single shared POLE store
(People, Object, Location, Event) with all data
contextually linked. UNIFI uses a “search first,
then create if need be” approach to creating
new records ensuring;

Police Contact
Points

Searching uses all
Context data
Each context is
preserved and shown
when viewing the
connected record.
All contexts are shown
when viewing the
Intelligence Nominal.

■ Reduced re-keying
■ Removal of information silos
■ Reduced data duplication and
supporting data standards
UNIFI preserves multiple views of key records
such as a person. This provides you with a
wealth of intelligence as you can view the
“last known details” of a person but also the
details at a particular point in time providing
more operational flexibility.

BLOGGS, Joe Dob: 15/1/1967
Clean Shaven, Long Curly Hair
Unemployed

Crime
CR/123/08

BLOGGS, Joe Dob: 1/10/1967
Goatee Beard, Long Curly Hair
Kwik-Fit Fitter

Custody
CZ/CJ/39/07

BLOGGS, Joe Dob: 1/1/1967
Bearded, Long Straight Hair
Store Detective

Crime
CR/10/06

Highly integrated
Capita’s experience working across the entire criminal justice service puts us in a unique
position providing us in-depth knowledge of national interfaces. Capita have applied
this same level of detail to interfaces with local systems such as command and control.
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In the management
of critical incidents
a small piece of
information put into
the UNIFI system will
give me a complete
picture of all the
things I need to know
to keep the public
and officers safe.
Inspector Tony Rymer,
Gloucestershire
Constabulary

Supporting change
Policing is continually subject to change, be it from
legislation or the latest cost saving measures. Whilst
UNIFI is highly configurable to help cope with small
changes in process or procedure, Capita also actively
support changes to the core application. Customer
specific changes can be achieved in as little as three
months! UNIFI is supported by an active national
user group who help to drive cost effective change.

Tailored deployment
UNIFI can be deployed in a way that works for
you. This could be the traditional model of a local
solution, a local solution backed up by a managed
service, a hosted cloud deployment or multiple
Forces hosted in one infrastructure. Choose the
approach that is right for you.

Mobility and agility
At the heart of UNIFI is support for mobile and agile working. UNIFI
has been designed to help break the tie between an officer and
their desk. Activities such as custody prisoner reviews and stop &
search reports can be performed through a range of applications
and devices. UNIFI’s mobile services simplify functions such as crime
reporting to make them quick and easy to complete in the field.

Key benefits and features
Local
solution

Local backed by
managed service

Built in Intelligence charting for visual display of linked data
Integrated business intelligence and management
information framework
Self-service portal for victims and witnesses

Hosted
cloud

Multiple Forces
hosted

Structured, Free text, Sound ex searching to ensure fullest
search results
Full migration of NSPIS case and custody data, full
decommission NSPIS
Interactive briefing module with “real time” updates

Natural progression
Capita’s experience with NSPIS Case and Custody
makes UNIFI a natural successor to the nationally
deployed solution. UNIFI has built on the successful,
proven delivery of NSPIS to create the best of breed
RMS solution UNIFI. Capita are in a unique position
to offer a full migration path from NSPIS to UNIFI
supporting full records migration and de-duplication
resulting in the full decommission of NSPIS.

Supports full electronic case file through a file /case builder
and CPS 2 way interface
Automatic PND updates
Enquiry module to support public protection matters
Automated MoPI advisor and weeding
Integrated property and exhibits management

Current UNIFI customers
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